Introduction. The main aim of the present paper is to determine the essential spectrum and index of a class of elliptic differential operators in Lp(Rn) (see Definition 1.3). By a well-known theorem of perturbation theory, the essential spectrum and index of an operator A are unchanged under addition of an operator B, which is compact relative to A (see Definition 1.1). §1 contains without proof the definitions and main theorems of this theory.
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In §3 we consider the case of an elliptic differential operator Pp with constant coefficients in LP(R") perturbed by lower-order terms. The spectrum of the constant coefficient operator is given in Theorem 3.5. Then we determine a rather large class of operators, which are compact with respect to Pp. Theorem 3.9 contains the main result on the essential spectrum and index of the perturbed constant coefficient operator.
The preliminary work leading to the compactness conditions is done in §2. The graph norm of the elliptic constant coefficient operator is equivalent to the W£-norm (Definition 2.2). Therefore, the problem of finding compactness conditions is essentially reduced to the problem of finding conditions in order that the embedding of Wp(Rn) in Lp(Rn, b) with a weight function b be compact. The main result in this direction is stated in Lemmas 2.11 and 2.15. Proof. We refer to [8] , [ 10] and [14] . Proof. This is proved for Hilbert spaces in [14] . For Banach spaces in general it will be proved in [ 16] . Proof. We refer to [10] .
2. Embedding operators in function spaces. 2.1. Notations. We use the following notations:
Rn is n-dimensional euclidean space.
If a = («i, ••■,«") is any rc-tuple of non-negative integers, then
In the following, all functions are complex-valued, measurable functions on Rn. If Cis the space of these functions (where two functions are identified if they are equal almost everywhere), then all function spaces considered are subspaces of C, and we shall omit explicit reference to R" in our notations.
2.2. Definition. Let p be a real number, 1 < p < °°, k a non-negative integer. Then W? is the set of functions u, in V, for which all derivatives TPu of order |/31 g k belong to V. Wp is a Banach space under the M-norm, imu.p= { e \\D'u\rPY"'. We introduce the following subspaces of C (2.1), 1 < p < co.
(1) LL= {/|jj/(y)|pdy<tfU)},
IL =j/| |/(y) I < K{x) for a.e. yGSX|,
Q?a = {/ I Jj/(y)lplx -yr'~n+ady < K for xg ß"),
L/?a= {/ \jo |/(p,a,)|V,1+°dp < K,j +|/(p.")Ip«V < K, r?t l.wGS'j , V?,a={/GL/L J |/(p, co)|pdp ^0 as r ^ co, uniformly foru)GS'| , yp= {/ |X'i/(p^)l<,p'l"1rfp < +l\f(p'»)\"dp <K-r^l.wGS'J , Zf= j/eyf J [/(p, co) |pdp *0 as r * co, uniformly
(5) Proof, (a) k ?£, n/p. Since C0°° is dense in Wpk, it suffices to consider u G C0".
(1) We make use of the following inequality, proved in [ 5, (5.2) , p. 86] (the proof is valid for any k):
For any r0 > 0 and -1 < a < 0, there exists K(a) > 0 such that, for 0<rgrQ,uE Co, \u(x)\pgK(a) \r " f \x -y|"*-"+<■ ( £ \D°u(y) \») dy + r""*"0
We can obviously assume that -1 < a < 0 in the given inequality, D(R,k,a) < oo.
Setting r= r0= 1, multiplying (1') by |6(x)|p, integrating with respect to x over TR, and interchanging the order of integration, we arrive at
Therefore, Bp,R+l is Wf-bounded, and \\BP,R+4P g K(a)D(R,k,a).
(2) Proceeding as in (1), choosing r0 = 1, and integrating over Rn, we obtain, for 0 < r ^ 1:
• \r a f E ID-uWdy + r-t-'fjuy-yWdy).
Choosing r sufficiently small, we arrive at an inequality of the form \BPu\><t>T. \\D°uVP + KU)\\u\\>, from which the desired inequality follows, and Bp is Wf-f-bounded.
(3) Let #E Cö(Rn) be a function such that <*>(*) = 1 for |x| ^ 1.
For a > 0, x E Ä", we set /"» -|x-y|*-"/p+a/p*(*-y).
It is easy to check that fa,x E Wpk, and the set Let /G WS, Ä ^ 1. We apply (1) to the function /(f,«)r("-I>*, for fixed oj G S', and obtain f |6(r,a!)|"|/(r,a,)|pr',-1dr^ { 8Up f |6(P,«)|"dp} (2) ' {4X Id7 wr>»)'*~*">I dr+*w X i/(r'u)iPdr}- [April From (4) of the proof of (a) and assumption (ii), it follows that Bp i is W?-«-bounded. From Lemma 2.8 (a2) and assumption (i), it follows that Ap l is W?-<-bounded. Therefore, Bp = ApA 4-Bp l is W?-«-bounded.
(c) k > n/p. This follows from Lemmas 2.8 (b2) and 2.6 (c).
2.14. Lemma. For b G AR we obtain the following criteria for Wp-t-boundedness:
(a) k ^ nip. Bp is Wp-t-bounded if b satisfies the conditions: (i) There exists 6 > 0 such that inf \b{ru u) | ^ inf \b(r2, u) \ for 0 < rt < r2 g 8.
( 
I |ö(y)|p|x-.y|*f,-n+ady^iY f \b(y')\p\y'\kp-n+ady' g KIa.
From (3) and (4) This, together with (a), shows that 6£ Ypp.
2.15. Lemma. This is a generalization of a result by Birman (cf. [3] ). The method of the proof is the same as far as the condition at co goes. 
Lemma 2.13, it follows that Bp is WJ-bounded, and that
Therefore Bp is IVf-compact.
(2) Necessity when b E AR. In view of Lemma 2.14 we only have to prove that This is proved indirectly using the functions g" of the proof of Lemma 2.14 (a), proceeding as in the proof of the necessity part of Lemma 2.11 (a).
2.16. Remark. We obtain sufficient conditions for W£-c-boundedness and Wl-compactness of the operators Bßp by substitution of k -\ß\ for k in the conditions of Lemmas 2.8, 2.11, 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15. We need only notice that the mapping /->Däf defines a bounded operator from Wl into Wl^\0i, and the same mapping defines a VTJ-t-bounded operator from Wl into Lp. The first is obvious, the second is well known (cf. [5] ). and P*/ = g for/£D(P*).
The adjoint Plc in L1 of P"c is the operator defined for those elements / in L1 for which there exists a g in L1 such that (*) holds, for all 0 £ D(P"C), by P*,c/ = g-Ptc is uniquely defined because D(P^C) is total on L1 (cf. [12] ).
3.3. Lemma.
(i) P*ro = P'JorltkP^ »,
(ii) Pp* = P;" /or 1< p ^ co,
Proof. By the definition of distribution derivatives, (*) holds for all <b £ C0" and /£ D{P'q), g = P,'/, 1 ^ p S co. Thus, P,' is the adjoint in V of the [April restriction of Pp to C0°°. Therefore, Pp0 exists, P'q = Pp%, and, for 1 < p ^ <*>, P'qo = Pp (cf. [ 12J). It is clear that P*3F"0, but, in general, equality does not hold (cf. [12] ). (i) Suppose that 3(P) 7* 0 and let 1 ^ p ^ 2; then % maps U into L\ l/p + 1/9-1.
It is then clear that there is no solution in V of the homogeneous equation so that Pp has an inverse Pp_1 (cf. [13] ). We shall show that Pp has nonclosed range and, consequently, that Pp_1 is unbounded.
Let /be a function in U such that 3/has compact support S disjoint from 3(P). We prove that /£ 3f(Pp). Let ^(|) be a function in C0" such that and it is clear that (2) S-'o*» -&-la" inL".
Since each function aK,m(t) has compact, support disjoint from &(P),
%-la^E^(PP).
From (1), (2) and (3), it follows that SR(PP) is not closed. Suppose next that 2 ^ g ^ o= and that P({) = 0. Then P'(-{) = 0, and, consequently, P'p has nonclosed range for 1 S P ^ 2. It follows, by Lemma 1.7, that (Pp) * has nonclosed range. Hence, by Lemma 3.3, Pgo has nonclosed range for 2 ^ q < <», and (P()* has nonclosed range. This implies that P^ has nonclosed range for every operator Pv with P&QPv^Pa for 2 ^ o < co and (P[)*cP.ccp".
In particular, all the operators P, have nonclosed range for 2 ^ o g ». By Lemmas 1.7 and 3.3, the operators Ppo and, consequently, all the operators Ppc have nonclosed range for 1 ^ p ^ 2. This concludes the proof of the first part of the theorem.
(ii) Suppose, next, that P(Di, • • -,Dn) is elliptic, and that 3(P) = 0. For n > 2, the first assumption implies that k is even. For n = 2, it is easy to see that both assumptions together imply that k 2: 2. For the simple case n = k = 1 and for a different treatment of the case n = 1 in general, we refer to [ l] . Therefore, we can assume that 2. It is clear that the homogeneous equation It follows that 7-7 7j-7 E ^' for r > n -k.
3tf P({)
Therefore, for r> n -k, (1) < K for x E P". (PP+CP) = »(P), *(Pp+C") = C9t(P), h{Pp+Cp)=0 for \E*(P"+Cp).
If the coefficients of P(£) are real, so that P2 is self-adjoint, the additional conclusion of Theorem 1.4 holds.
Proof. This is an immediate application of Theorems 1.4, 3.5 and 3.7, for BP = Q.
3.10. Remark. The perturbation in Theorem 3.7 includes, in particular, a lower-order operator whose coefficients are bounded functions converging to 0 at oo. This case is treated in [5, Theorem 28] . It also includes bounded functions in IP, first considered in [15] for P = A, p = 2, n = 3. An investigation of the case p = 2 is found in [3] (cf. 2.12 and 2.15).
Certain singularities are allowed at finite points. We illustrate this in the case where the unperturbed operator is -A in L2, and the perturbing operator has powers of r as coefficients. The operator Then it is easy to show that, if {<bn} is a singular sequence for Pp (or Ap), then {u*bn) is also a singular sequence for Pp (respectively, Ap). Let PpR and Ap fi denote the minimal operators in Lp(Rn -S0,R) associated with the same differential expressions. We can consider PpR and Ap fl as restrictions of Pp and Ap.
Suppose that X £ *(PP) U *+(PP). Then there exists f(X) such that X £ *(Pp + B) U *+(Pp + B) for ||B|| Pp_x < <(X).
It is clear that then also X £ *(PP + B)R\J *+((Pp + P)fi), since (Pp + P)fi is a closed restriction of Pp + B. Choose R so large that ||PP,fl||p _x<t(X), where Dp corresponds to the differential expression Then X£*(Apß) U*+(AP,R), and, by Lemma 1.6, ApR -X does not have a singular sequence. Then Ap -X does not have a singular sequence {<£"), because then {w<bn \ would be a singular sequence for Ap R -X. By Lemma 1.6, X£*(AP) U*+Up).
Reversing the argument, we show that <i>(Ap) U $+(Ap) C *(PP) U *+(PP) and the proof is complete. Suppose that the coefficients bß satisfy the following conditions for some R > 0: (a) The functions bä\R satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.6 for k = 2s, p = 2, where Rn is replaced by any open subset of Rn with a sufficiently smooth boundary, and the differential operators are defined by regular boundary conditions. A discussion of this more general situation is found in [2] . The results can also be extended to the case p = 1 with certain modifications.
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